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Image analysis modules Figure 1: Intended workflow within the Bisque system starts with upload of images and metadata, additional annotations may be added at any time while using the system. Advanced organization and search are enabled by using stored tag-value pairs. Different internal and external analysis may be performed and finally all data may be visualized and exported in different formats.
Web interface screen-shots
Figure 2: A screen-shot of the tagger widget while one tag is being edited. The tagger widget provides visualization and edit functionality for the flexible and hierarchical metadata model. Each tag contains type that specifies the way the tag's value will be rendered in the tagger widget. Also, it is easy to visually add child tags to any editable tag.
Figure 3: A screen-shot of the 5D image and graphical annotation viewer widget. The viewer facilitates 5D image management with graphical markup functionality, as well as allows for various visualization options such as channel mapping, image enhancement, projections and rotations. There is an export facility that allows users to download original image as well as convert it in many different formats applying different image processing operations. Textual and graphical annotations can also be exported in many formats, such as XML or CSV.
Figure 4: A screen-shot of the image browser widget in full view mode that shows images as well as some associated metadata. Image thumbnails show different planes of the 5D image stack depending on the cursor position. An integrated search bar reduces the number of displayed images using search expressions.
Figure 5: A screen-shot of the image browser widget in full view mode that shows images as well as some associated metadata. An integrated search bar reduces the number of displayed images using search expressions. Integrated dataset editor and image organizer are shown at the top of the window. Image organizer allows users to sort images displayed in the browser by creating custom tag orders. The dataset editor uses images selected in the image browser to create datasets.
Flexible metadata XML format description
Metadata for samples, experimental methods, imaging techniques, and images is highly varied and may change rapidly as new hypothesis, experiments, and methods are introduced. Experimental models may be continually refined and adjusted. Bisque uses a flexible metadata model based on tag documents. A tag is a named field with an associated value. The tags themselves may be nested, and include values that are strings, numbers, other documents or lists, e.g.:
<tag name="description" value="some text" > <tag name="nested" value="12" type="numeric" /> <tag name="nested" value="http://host/dir" type="object" /> </tag>
Note that very few restrictions are placed on the structure of the tag documents: Tag names may be repeated, types are free form but may be interpreted by services. Tags may also contain bookkeeping attributes (owner, timestamp and provenance), omitted for clarity.
Bisque supports an extensible metadata format for graphical annotations that has a number of graphical primitives and can be extended by new object types and object properties in a simple and reliable manner. The basic graphical annotation object is a gobject:
<gobject name = "my name" type = "primitive or user−defined" />
The predefined graphical primitive types include point, polyline, polygon, rectangle, square, circle, ellipse, and label. Graphical properties of these primitives are defined via vertices. Each vertex is defined as follows:
All coordinates are image centric and may be floating point. Optional parameters apply to the entire available range of a 5D image. Indexing is used to maintain correct vertex position, e.g. in a polyline. Any gobject can also be tagged with an arbitrary metadata based on tag-value pairs.
A gobject type that is not primitive, i.e. any type which has not been explicitly predefined, is treated as a complex type. Using an object-based approach, users can construct biologically meaningful types.
Use examples of flexible meta-data XML
The following were simplified for presentation by numbers of elements as well as some attributes were omitted, such as: timestamp, uri, etc.
Microtubule tracking
The following example shows a user-defined type called "Microtubule track" which consists of a polyline in time that represents the tip of one end of a microtubule at different time points and the point of origin from which the length of the microtubule is estimated. It is used to analyze the dynamic behavior of microtubules in different conditions. Editor behavior tags are also present: e.g. "color" for a point. Some tags may be specific to certain graphical primitives, e.g. the "freehand" option for a polyline.
Object used for Microtubule tracking:
<gobject type="mttrack" name="MTtrack" > <gobject type="polyline" name="track" > <vertex x="206" y="542" t="0" index="0" /> <vertex x="206" y="512" t="1" index="1" /> <vertex x="232" y="502" t="2" index="2" /> <tag name="description" value="text" /> <tag name="freehand" value="false" /> </gobject> <gobject type="point" name="origin" > <vertex x="212" y="552" /> <tag name="color" value="#ff0000" /> </gobject> </gobject> Object used for Microtubule tracing:
<gobject type="MTBody" name="MT−001" > <gobject type="polyline" name="mtbody polyline" > <vertex x="178" y="426" t="0" index="0" /> <vertex x="300" y="284" t="0" index="1" /> <vertex x="494" y="290" t="0" index="2" /> </gobject> </gobject> <gobject type="MTBody" name="MT−001" > <gobject type="polyline" name="mtbody polyline" > <vertex x="178" y="426" t="1" index="0" /> <vertex x="300" y="284" t="1" index="1" /> <vertex x="490" y="285" t="1" index="2" /> </gobject> </gobject>
We create these annotations either automatically or manually by using the Digital Notebook application which support graphical annotation templates. In this case the template is an XML file describing the new gobject type "mttrack". Its embedded objects "polyline" and "point", their names, and some rendering and acquisition parameters, such as: "color" or "freehand" line acquisition. A complete description of the XML template language used in Digital Notebook can be found in the documentation: http://www.bioimage.ucsb.edu/software/DigitalNotebook/.
Annotation used by Greenpeace researchers studying the effects of Deep Sea Trolling
The following simplified example shows annotation of the underwater seabed video acquired by a submarine and used for quantification of effects of deep sea trolling. This example shows the reference to a file that contained original meta-data pointed by a "url" tag. The image was acquired during "Dive 6" on a depth of 2000 meters and the camera was mounted at 30 degrees angle. The submarine has two lasers pointing at the seabed for approximate proximity measure. A specialized processing module have processed the first frame of the video and detected locations of both laser points storing its result as a polyline called "resolution line". Which in turn was used in order to estimate the "pixel resolution x".
Note that the "resolution line" can be verified and corrected by the user. This provides room for enhancements and adaptations to the standard user interface (UI): in this case the specific user interface should notice the change in "resolution line" and recompute the "pixel resolution x", although all modules and other data access tools remain the same.
The value of pixel resolution is used to estimate physical distances between objects in the scene. In this particular case objects were manually annotated using templated "gobjects". Each of these gobject was designed as a centroid pointing at the center of the body and each containing biological species in "type" and the name of the object itself in "name". The "name" of the object is used to match objects annotated in different frames, whereas "type" is used for statistics. This particular video has two different sponges of type "Aphrocallistes vastus" in two different frames and called "My Sponge 1" and "My Sponge 2". And two types of corals. The first coral called "My Coral 1" of type "Balanophyllia elegans" was tracked in two frames 0 and 2. The coral "My Coral 2" of type "Caryophyllia alaskensis" is only present in frame 0.
<image src="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/19042" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/339654" > <tag name="filename" value="b01c0705.m2t"/> <tag name="attached−file"> <tag name="filename" value="b01c0705.m2t.bix"/> <tag name="url" type="file" value="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/19043"/> <tag name="description" value="Metadata file uploaded from Digital Notebook"/> </tag> <tag name="image type" value="Bering sea canyons"/> <tag name="image date" value="2008−12−15 14:56:57"/> <tag name="dive" value="6"/> <tag name="depth" value="2000 m"/> <tag name="angle" value="30 deg"/> <tag name="pixel resolution x" value="0.00160123 meters"/> <polyline name="resolution line"> <vertex x="671.0" y="534.5" t="0.0" index="0"/> <vertex x="733.0" y="527.0" t="0.0" index="1"/> </polyline> <gobject name="My Sponge 1" type="Sponge − Aphrocallistes vastus"> <point name="Centroid" > <vertex x="56.0" y="768.0" t="0.0" index="0"/> </point> </gobject> <gobject name="My Sponge 2" type="Sponge − Aphrocallistes vastus"> <point name="Centroid"> <vertex x="146.0" y="714.0" t="2.0" index="0"/> </point> </gobject> <gobject name="My Coral 1" type="Coral − Balanophyllia elegans" > <point name="Centroid"> <vertex x="638.0" y="160.0" t="0.0" index="0"/> </point> </gobject> <gobject name="My Coral 1" type="Coral − Balanophyllia elegans" > <point name="Centroid"> <vertex x="600.0" y="110.0" t="2.0" index="0"/> </point> </gobject> <gobject name="My Coral 2" type="Coral − Caryophyllia alaskensis"> <point name="Centroid"> <vertex x="456.0" y="772.0" t="0.0" index="0"/> </point> </gobject> </image>
The video with manually annotated species is analyzed by a generic statistics module that groups species by their types. Statistics may include shear numbers of particular species per meter squared, average distances between two distinct species, etc.
Currently, in this project, manual annotations of these videos are performed using Digital Notebook with specifically designed templates. Digital Notebook templates are XML files that wrap and group graphical primitives into biologically meaningful types. The exact format can be seen in the Digital Notebook documentation: http://www.bioimage.ucsb.edu/software/DigitalNotebook/.
The statistics and image processing operations are performed on the server by specialized modules after all annotated images have been uploaded.
Annotation of Arabidopsis Thaliana with automatically detected nuclei
The following example shows annotation of a 3D CLSM image of Arabidopsis Thaliana. This image was acquired in order to study the growth of the meristem and particularly the cell lineage by studying several images acquired in time. The experiment is annotated as "Cell Lineage 47", several images will be marked with this experiment and the proper order will be detected using "image date". The nuclei detection was performed in the image channel indicated by "channel stain nuclei" and produced three locations stored in graphical object called "NucleiDetector3D automatic". Each of nuclei centroid is marked with detection certainty in the tag "probability". This value is used later in visualization and filtering.
<image src="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/12757" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/164696"> <tag name="filename" value="combinedsubtractions.lsm"/> <tag name="image type" value="plant bio image"/> <tag name="image date" value="2007−11−02 12:53:49"/> <tag name="experimenter" value="Marcus Heisler"/> <tag name="species" value="Arabidopsis thaliana"/> <tag name="location" value="meristem"/> <tag name="pixel resolution x y" value="0.138661"/> <tag name="pixel resolution z" value="1"/> <tag name="notes" value="Image from The Meyerowitz lab @ Caltech"/> <tag name="experiment" value="Cell Lineage 47"/> <tag name="channel stain membrain" value="None"/> <tag name="channel stain nuclei" value="2"/> <gobject type="NucleiDetector3D automatic" name="2009−03−17 14:48:31"> <point name="1"> <vertex x="335.0" y="223.0" z="13.0" index="0"/> <tag name="probability" value="100" /> </point> <point name="2"> <vertex x="405.0" y="170.0" z="30.0" index="0"/> <tag name="probability" value="90" /> </point> <point name="3"> <vertex x="281.0" y="152.0" z="18.0" index="0"/> <tag name="probability" value="80" /> </point> </gobject>
</image>
The workflow for this analysis required all tags to be present prior to nuclei detection, which in turn produced all the graphical objects present in this example. These graphical objects are then fed into the mathematical modeling module that will produce estimated centroid locations for the next time point and eventually stored in graphical object "Nuclei3D estimated". Both of these point groups can be analyzed by a generic point matching module and prediction score can be retrieved.
Retinal image annotation
The retinal example shows annotation associated to an image uploaded directly from the microscope. The image refers to an external "resource" that contains "sample" description. During this imaging session several images acquired from the same sample will point to the same "sample" resource.
<image src="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/12705" > <tag name="filename" value="161pkcvampz1Live2−17−2004 11−57−21 AM.tif"/> <tag name="image type" value="retina confocal"/> <tag name="image date" value="2004−02−17 11:54:50"/> <tag name="experimenter" value="Geoff Lewis"/> <tag name="dataset label" value="MCDB FV−1000 upload"/> <tag name="magnification" value="40X"/> <tag name="pixel resolution x y" value="0.20716"/> <tag name="pixel resolution z" value="1"/> <resource type="sample" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/sample/18066" /> <gobject type="muller cell outline" name="mc 1"> <polyline name="my cell of interest 1" > <vertex x="7.0" y="319.533" z="6.0" t="0.0" index="0" /> <vertex x="7.0" y="319.533" z="6.0" t="0.0" index="1" /> <vertex x="15.0" y="267.533" z="6.0" t="0.0" index="2" /> </polyline> </gobject> </image>
The "sample" resource describes staining antibodies and required subject and sample information, since these values will be unique for all images acquired from this sample. Standard UI allows fetching this external "resource" on demand whereas specialized UI may automatically fetch the resource and inline its contents.
<resource type="sample" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/sample/18066"> <tag name="species" value="Cat"/> <tag name="species condition" value="Wildtype"/> <tag name="subject id" value="161"/> <tag name="condition" value="Normal"/> <tag name="view" value="cross section"/> <tag name="experiment eye" value="Right"/> <tag name="location" value="NS (Nasal−Superior)"/> <tag name="antibody1" value="PKC"/> <tag name="antibody2" value="VAMP"/> </resource>
An example of an embedded metadata reported by ImageServer
This example demonstrates an embedded metadata XML generated by ImageServer for a typical image produced by Olympus Fluoview microscope. Notice that all tags in "embedded" are semi-parsed, meaning that their names and values are proprietary to a specific image format.
<image src="/imgsrv/12705"> <tag name="filename" value="161pkcvampz1Live2−17−2004 11−57−21 AM.tif"/> <tag name="format" value="FLUOVIEW"/> <tag name="date time" value="2004−02−17 11:54:50"/> <tag name="channel 0 name" value="FITC"/> <tag name="channel 1 name" value="Cy3"/> <tag name="display channel red" value="1"/> <tag name="display channel green" value="0"/> <tag name="display channel blue" value="−1"/> <tag name="magnification" value="40X"/> <tag name="objective" value="UPLAPO 40XO"/> <tag name="pixel resolution x" value="0.20716"/> <tag name="pixel resolution y" value="0.20716"/> <tag name="pixel resolution z" value="1.0"/> <tag name="pixel resolution unit x" value="microns"/> <tag name="pixel resolution unit y" value="microns"/> <tag name="pixel resolution unit z" value="microns"/> <tag name="image num x" value="512"/> <tag name="image num y" value="512"/> <tag name="image num z" value="13"/> <tag name="image num t" value="1"/> <tag name="image num c" value="2"/> <tag name="embedded"> <tag name="Version Info"> <tag name="FLUOVIEW Version" value="Version 4.3.53, w/ TIEMPO"/> <tag name="File Version" value="4.0"/> </tag> <tag name="Acquisition Parameters"> <tag name="Channel 2 Dye" value="Cy3"/> <tag name="Pan Y" value="0"/> <tag name="XY Resolution−Ch3" value="0.25um"/> <tag name="ScanRotationAngle" value="1 deg"/> <tag name="PMT Voltage Ch3" value="595"/> <tag name="Laser−Shutter LD405" value="Closed"/> <tag name="ScanMode" value="Standard Scan"/> <tag name="Objective Lens" value="UPLAPO 40XO"/> <tag name="Z Resolution−Ch2" value="0.57um"/> <tag name="Z Resolution−Ch3" value="0.62um"/> ... </tag> ... </tag> </image> 3 Bisque component details
Data Server
Detailed documentation can be found in DS wiki: http://biodev.ece.ucsb.edu/projects/bisquik/wiki/DatabaseCore Data requests may be sent asking for a particular type via end points provided by the Data Server, for example: "/ds/images", "/ds/tags", "/ds/gobjects", "/ds/datasets", etc. These queries allow a set of view parameters, including: view=[#,short,full,deep],limit=#,offset=#.
An example of a result for a GET request to /ds/images would be:
<resource uri="/ds/images"> <image src="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/8475" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/102823" > <resource type="tag" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/102823/tags"/> </image> <image src="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/8477" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/102855" > <resource type="tag" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/102855/tags"/> </image> </resource> A result example using a view parameter "full" for a GET request to /ds/images?view=full would be:
<resource uri="/ds/images"> <image src="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/8475" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/102823" > <tag name="image type" value="microtubules" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/102826"/> <tag name="image date" value="2008−02−20 14:52:31" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/102827"/> </image> <image src="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/8477" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images/102855" > <tag name="image type" value="generic bio image" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/102858"/> <tag name="species" value="Radiolaria" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/102862"/> <tag name="magnification" value="10X" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/102863"/> </image> </resource>
Search query examples
The following GET request will return all images tagged with "generic bio image": http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images?tag_query=generic_bio_image
The following GET request will return all possible values of a tag "experimenter": http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images?tag_values=experimenter <resource uri="/ds/images"> <tag name="experimenter" value="Austin Peck"/> <tag name="experimenter" value="Geoff Lewis"/> <tag name="experimenter" value="Marcus Heisler"/> </resource>
The following GET request will return all possible names of tags: http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/images?tag_names=any <resource uri="/ds/images"> <tag name="cell of interest"/> <tag name="condition"/> <tag name="dataset label"/> <tag name="experimenter"/> <tag name="notes"/> </resource>
The following GET request will return all tags named "experimenter": http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags?names=experimenter <resource uri="/ds/tags"> <tag name="experimenter" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/161642" value="Marcus Heisler"/> <tag name="experimenter" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/162167" value="Geoff Lewis"/> <tag name="experimenter" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/162325" value="Geoff Lewis"/> <tag name="experimenter" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/162557" value="Austin Peck"/> </resource>
The following GET request will return all tags with the value "Marcus Heisler": http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags?value=Marcus%20Heisler <resource uri="/ds/tags"> <tag name="experimenter" value="Marcus Heisler" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/164701"/> <tag name="experimenter" value="Marcus Heisler" uri="http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/ds/tags/161642"/> </resource>
Image Server
The supported image formats include proprietary image and video as well as open and web enabled formats, e.g. Zeiss LSM and Olympus OIB [1] . Furthermore, IS can utilize the Bio-Formats library [2] , developed by the UW-Madison LOCI and Glencoe Software, to enable reading and writing of all image formats that are not natively supported. Query Image Server for currently available formats: http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/formats Basic image operations include extraction of embedded metadata and application basic image operations, such as resize, crop, remap. Query Image Server for currently available image operations: http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/services An example of a pipelined request that requests an image 13 as 1) retrieve a second Z plane 2) resize to 100x100 pixels using bi-cubic interpolation, 3) remap image channels in reverse order and finally 4) format resultant image as a jpeg: http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/13?slice=,,2,&resize=100,100,BC&remap=3,2, 1&format=jpeg
Further details can be found in IS wiki: http://biodev.ece.ucsb.edu/projects/bisquik/wiki/ImageServer
Additional Services
Client/Aggregate services The client service acts as an intermediary between external clients (such as the web client) and metadata, image and module servers. It is responsible for aggregating and distributing data and requests, respectively, for the clients. This client service delivers data from diverse image/data servers to the clients as HTML, XML or JSON documents. This component allows for seamless viewing of images and metadata even though data may be spread across several physical locations. BisqueOME bridge
The BisqueOME bridge server converts Bisque requests into OME requests, effectively transforming an OME server into a Bisque data/image server. This allows Bisque to serve as a front end to multiple OME servers. This technique can be used to integrate other backend image and data servers. The core aggregate service allows users to locally tag and store analysis results while operating on remote (bridged) images and data while combining the metadata from several sources including the bridged servers. ImportExport service
The import-export service was created in order to provide standard way for exchanging data and metadata using other formats and/or with external services. For example, export service can be used to export images to Flickr or can transform our hierarchical tag data into a simple text format. The import-export service is mainly used by other Bisque services, for example, the user interface allows exporting hierarchical tags as well as graphical annotation data to Google Spreadsheets or exporting images and all associated metadata in ZIP or TAR files.
Statistics service
Researchers and applications often need a simple summary of textual and graphical annotations. These summaries can be used to provide rapid experimental comparisons. The Bisque statistics service for graphical annotations generates statistics of counts, lengths, areas, etc. of gobjects for images of interest in image and physical units. All objects in the statistics results are grouped according to their user-defined types and allow a rapid survey and comparison of annotated objects.
Web client and widgets
The primary access to the Bisque system is through a web client built as a group of user interface widgets each accessing various Bisque services. Example widgets include the image viewer, tag editor, and analysis manager. The developed infrastructure allows for an easy extension of the web client for access to newly added Bisque services. Different data interaction and visualization functions are coded as widgets and can be reused in different contexts and modified for new types of data. Analysis modules can also provide custom interface and use Bisque's own widgets.
Modules for Retinal studies
2D nuclei detector
The module performs automatic detecting of nuclei [3] observed in 2D microscopic images. The nuclei detector design is based on a 2D Laplacian of Gaussian filter.
3D nuclei detector
The module detects nuclei in 3D microscopic images of biomedical samples. It has a two filtration procedures which take into account nuclei neighborhood and membrane analysis [4] . Retinal area layers segmentation This module performs segmentation of retinal layer boundaries observed in 2D microscopic images. It takes an integrated approach which uses a modified version of the Graph Partitioning Active Contours (GPAC) model, in which pixel pairwise similarities are computed with respect to a reference image [5] .
Retinal boundary layers segmentation
The module performs segmentation of retinal layer boundaries observed in 2D microscopic images. Proposed approach is based on an algorithm that uses parametric active contours or 'snakes' to locate the retinal layer boundaries [6] .
Probabilistic segmentation
The module performs a cell soma segmentation observed in 3D microscopic images. The segmentation [7] works by simulating a Markov Random Walk with restarts over an input image. The result of the method provides a probabilistic mask which gives a value for each pixel of how likely it is in the cell.
Modules for Microtubule studies
Microtubule tracking and analysis
The module is an automatic method for extracting curvilinear structures from live cell fluorescence images [8] . In addition, the module analyzes microtubule traces in order to obtain a microtubule life-history. The developed module is an example of external application interacting with the Bisque system.
Microtubule segmentation and tracking
This module performs segmentation and tracking of microtubule bodies which have been observed in 2D microscope images. The proposed approach uses a Gaussian filter and image segmentation using mathematical morphology.
Microtubule dynamics analysis
The module calculates growing and shortening dynamics of microtubules regulated by well known regulatory mechanisms, for example, by the action of microtubules-associated proteins [9] .
Modules for Benchmarking studies
2D/3D nuclei detector evaluation A simple evaluation method was proposed for cases of nuclei counts. The integrated method evaluates counts and positions of detected nuclei [10, 11] . Retinal area/boundary layers segmentation evaluation provides performance measures on the retinal layers segmentation analysis modules [11] . The algorithm performance is measured by distance between ground truth and segmented areas/boundaries for each layer obtained using Fast Marching method.
Using Curl to interact with Bisque
The following examples demonstrate usage of the command line utility cURL [12] for interactions with the Bisque system. The first example shows uploading several images: The following example shows uploading an image "myimage.tif" along with associated metadata from an XML file "mymeta.xml":
curl −v −u myuser:mypass −F file1=@myimage.tif −F file1 tags=@mymeta.xml http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/bisquik/ upload images
The contents of "mymeta.xml" is a tag document, for example: <resource> <tag name="experiment" value="growth parameters" /> <tag name="dataset label" value="GWP1" /> <tag name="image date" value="2009−02−04 14:55:25" /> <tag name="condition" > <tag name="application 1" value="GFP Tubulin" /> <tag name="application 2" value="Fusion Protein" /> </tag> </resource> These calls can be wrapped into Bash scripts and used to perform operations in batch modes. Tools like XMLSH [13] can be used by these Bash scripts for more advanced XML operations. Some scripts are provided in the source code distribution.
4 Details about web-applications presented in case studies
3D Nuclei detection
The "3D Nuclei Detector" module is an extension to 2D blob detector (Byun et. al.) with new filtering techniques. The details of the method are in the process of being published.
The user input required for proper detection consists of three parameters: 1) image channel for detection 2) average diameter of a nuclei in microns and 3) lowest intensity within a nuclei. The module is also using image resolution in order to construct filters of proper pixel size. An example screen-shot is shown on the Figure 6 .
An example simplified output would be:
<gobject type="NucleiDetector3D automatic" name="04−Mar−2009 18:03:22"> <point name="1"> <vertex x="293.0" y="264.0" z="4.0" index="0"/> </point> <point name="2"> <vertex x="434.0" y="75.0" z="7.0" index="0"/> </point> </gobject>
Microtubule tracking
The user input required for proper detection consists of a graphical annotation of a line initializing MT position and direction. When an image is selected standard image viewer is instantiated with limited editing functionality. It is used to visually select a portion of a microtubule used for tracking. The final result will be shown on a new viewer in the result portion of the page. An example screen-shot is shown on the Figure 7 .
<gobject type="track result" name="0"> <polyline name="1"> <vertex x="649.482" y="444.207" z="0.0" t="0.0" index="0"/> <vertex x="652.214" y="445.638" z="0.0" t="0.0" index="1"/> <vertex x="654.947" y="447.069" z="0.0" t="0.0" index="2"/> </polyline> <polyline name="2"> <vertex x="648.554" y="445.979" z="0.0" t="1.0" index="0"/> <vertex x="651.286" y="447.41" z="0.0" t="1.0" index="1"/> <vertex x="654.019" y="448.841" z="0.0" t="1.0" index="2"/> </polyline> </gobject> 
BioView3D
Quick start and configuration manuals, Ticket system, Project wiki, Browse source on-line: http://www.bioimage.ucsb.edu/downloads/BioView3D Downloads for Windows, MacOSX (universal), Linux 32/64 and release sources: http://biodev.ece.ucsb.edu/projects/bioimage/downloader/download/category/5
BioView3D can be launched directly from the web interface by registering bioview3d network protocol with the browser of preference. Additionally, BioView3D has an embedded web browser to simplify image selection from the Bisque system (Figure 14 ). 
Deployment details
Source code, documentation, news, videos and other on-line resources are available from our main project web-site: http://www.bioimage.ucsb.edu/
Bisque system
Software-as-a-service Bisque site: http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/bisquik/ The Bisque system has been constructed using many open-source projects and is itself fully opensource. The core servers of Bisque are implemented in python [14] , a rapid prototyping and development language, using the TurboGears [15] web-application framework.
Local deployment of the Bisque system can be accomplished by: installing Bisque packages and dependencies, and choosing an underlying database for metadata. Options for database choices include very lightweight file-based databases to full database servers. The simplest deployment places all services on a single machine, in a single web instance. For many installations, this configuration will suffice. For larger sites, more complicated deployments are available including multiple server, cluster, and cloud deployments.
Bisque project page with pointers to all the information: http://www.bioimage.ucsb.edu/downloads/Bisque%20Database
Bisque project Wiki, Video Demos, Create ticket, Browse source on-line: http://biodev.ece.ucsb.edu/projects/bisquik/wiki
The Bisque system is a large software project developed by several developers, our team uses Mercurial source control system, additionally we maintain two trunks of the system's source: the stable (running in the demo site) and the developer's version (the most updated by possible unstable).
The Stable trunk can be downloaded by using a Mercurial client: hg clone http://biodev.ece.ucsb.edu/hg/bisquik-stable The Developer's trunk can be downloaded by using a Mercurial client: hg clone http://biodev.ece.ucsb.edu/hg/bisquik Additionally, the developer's source can be viewed via a web browser: http://biodev.ece.ucsb.edu/projects/bisquik/browser
Analysis benchmarking
The Center for Bio-Image Informatics is leading an effort to compare different techniques involved in quantitative biological image analysis by hosting a "UCSB Bio-Segmentation Benchmarking". The center is hosting several public datasets of images along with ground-truth and developing automated and webbased validation techniques: http://www.bioimage.ucsb.edu/biosegmentation 7 Implementation details
Developer Resources
A fundamental goal of the Bisque system is to provide an extensible platform for users and labs to create and integrate novel image analysis methods. There are several styles of interaction available: from external applications to fully integrated web-applications. In all cases, the modules interact with the core system using similar methods and a common API.
All access is through web protocols. Any programming environment that can make an HTTP request can reach all Bisque services. Data is exchanged using XML, which can be easily generated and parsed. The Bisque development suite provides convenience libraries that hide the web access and XML details from the programmer providing an environment similar to common single machine programming. The Bisque application programming interface (Bisque API) defines procedures to, in particular, connect, upload, download, create, search and execute. Currently, the Bisque API model has been implemented in Java, Python and C++ [16] .
Module Definitions
The fundamental extension mechanism for Bisque is the analysis module. Every module, before being used, must be declared to Bisque through module registration. Registration allows the Bisque system to provide services in controlled manner, allowing the system to track provenance.
The standard module package currently requires the following components to be integrated automatically with the core Bisque system:
• Source code files (Matlab/Python/Java/C++) with processing code;
• An XML file consisting of the formal specification of the module;
• An XML file containing modularized help information. This file will be dynamically parsed to deliver on-the-fly help through the Bisque web interface.
Each module to be used with the Bisque system must define a module-definition file. The moduledefinition file is an XML encoded file and provides attributes associated with the module including: coding language, authorship, version and input and output specifications. Each module must have a unique name and formally specify its input and output parameters. The following is an example of module definition file:
<module name="ModuleName" codeurl="ModuleUrl" type="EngineType"> <tag name="formal−input" value="$client server" index="0" /> <tag name="formal−input" value="$image url:string" index="1" /> <tag name="formal−input" value="ModuleParameter:int='Value'" index="2" /> <tag name="group" value="ModuleGroup" /> <tag name="help" value="help file.xml" /> <tag name="author" value="Investigator" /> </module> Formal-input tags allow the module writer to declare the needed input to the module. Other tags define help information and module grouping.
An example of the help file is the following:
Module registration consists of preparing a module definition file and registering the module with the Module Service. Registration is performed automatically for internal modules, and through the client service for external modules.
Bisque API
The Bisque API defines a set of standard procedures to interact with the Bisque system, in particular, connect, upload, download, create, search and execute. The proposed model of the Bisque API defines the proper way for a developer to request services from the Bisque system, the API model consists of the following objects:
• BQImage (image metadata, pixels),
• BQTag (textual annotation),
• BQGobject (graphical annotation),
• BQDataset (set of images),
• BQMex (module execution).
Currently we are developing BisqueAPI v2 and consolidating interface for all supported languages.
Example Matlab module
The following example show Matlab code making use of BisqueAPI v1 for Java: We have performed several performance tests using ApacheBench tool [17] on our main site server running on a Dell PowerEdge 2950 hardware:
• 2 x Dual Core Intel 5140 @2.3 Ghz
• 8GB RAM
• 3 x 300 GB SAS 10K RPM This machine was running all the Bisque services behind an Apache proxy, had images stored on a RAID storage and kept caches on local hard-drives.
Performance of thumbnail fetching
In order to test the Image Server performance by fetching a thumbnail image we have used the following ApacheBench call:
ab -n100 -c4 http://dough.ece.ucsb.edu/imgsrv/13?thumbnail We have performed stress testing on the system by loading up to 10 million 2D images retrieved from the web into a single instance (1 data-server and 1 image-server). The system have then displayed a significant slowdown.
